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Allyson Czarney, Mail Clerk, Northern OH
Jessica Stimson, Copy Center Clerk, Fairfield, CA
Marcus Body, File Imaging Clerk, Dayton, OH
Sheri Hunt, Receptionist, Bowling Green, KY

CONGRATULATIONS









Thank you Tawana Ventus (15 years) & Ruth Watson (5 years) for your support and dedication over
the years.
Mackenzie Gahlinger wanted to express her appreciation to Katasha Pearson for her contributions in
a client proposal. “Katasha had several great cost savings ideas and her input was a huge part in
making the proposal a success. The client was very impressed with our presentation and this led to us
getting additional staffing hours. I want to give a huge thanks to Katasha for all her hard work. I couldn’t
have done it without her!!!”
Mackenzie also wanted to recognize the staff (Lori, Marshalya & Mary) at our large hospital client in
Louisville, for “allowing Katasha and I to work on this project for 3 weeks. They stepped up to make
sure all the duties were completed daily so that Katasha and I could focus on the proposal. I’d also like
to give a big thanks to Tammy Riggs for her assistance with her sites’ portion as well. “The proposals
were definitely a team effort, so thank you to everyone who helped out!”
One of our Client liaisons from our large food service company in Louisville sent a very nice
handwritten note to LaDonna Brown and the mailroom staff for their “incredible effort” in shipping an
international package to Hong Kong. In addition, another client contact wanted to share that “Tori Gray
and Amy Kinberger have been a HUGE help. Amy has done a fantastic job of ensuring that the
Special Mailing Cards are in order once they are received and she always keeps me informed of when
the cards arrive and which ones are missing. Amy has also been great with helping getting these
packaged up and sent out in time. Tori Gray has also been awesome to work with. Tori is ALWAYS on
top of things and does a great job of communicating with me on a daily basis with updates on what
cards have been completed and what sleeves we still need to complete. Her help upstairs in checking
and wrapping is very much appreciated.”
Dana Yurkanin “wanted to give a HUGE shout out to Jackie Taylor who is always willing and able to
assist me with her computer software prowess. It never fails, if I can't figure out how to make a formula
work, a power point to slide in or sparkle, I know I can call on Jackie for help.”

